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QUESTION 1

To ensure the maximum cross-browser compatibility and consistent functionality, Web developers should: 

A. Test their pages in the most used release of each major Web browser. 

B. Test their pages in the most common browsers, including the most used and latest releases. 

C. Test their pages in only standards-compliant browsers, including the most used and latest releases. 

D. Test their pages in the Web browser most commonly used by the site audience, including the most used and latest
release. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Web developers typically include comments in their code for which reason? 

A. To insert server-side programs, such as JavaScript 

B. To communicate performance issues to site visitors 

C. To explain the purpose of code sections to other developers 

D. To declare which version of HTML each part of the code is using 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Katie developed her corporation\\'s intra net site using proprietary HTML language extensions based on the company\\'s
current browser. The company has recently updated its systems to include the use of a new browser. Now the intra net
site that Katie developed no longer renders its content consistently. What should Katie do to ensure that this site\\'s
content renders consistently regardless of the browser used? 

A. Revise the site to include workarounds and hacks for the new browser. 

B. Revise the site\\'s markup language in only those areas that are not rendering properly. 

C. Update the site using a single language standard consistently, such as HTML5 or XHTML. 

D. Update the site using the proprietary language extensions required by the new browser\\'s rendering engine. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Since the advent of HTML5, which choice accurately describes a difference between a mobile app and a mobile Web
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site? 

A. A mobile Web site is faster because it uses the mobile phone\\'s default browser. 

B. A mobile app is faster because it does not necessarily use the browser. 

C. A mobile Web site cannot create an immersive experience for users. 

D. A mobile app can be used on any operating system. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Clyde is working on a Web page for his company\\'s intranet. He wants to insert an HTML comment within the page to
let other developers know that the page validates as HTML5 and that he is the page author. Which line of code will
insert the comment that Clyde requires? 

A. // Clyde Davis, 9/17/2012. This code validates to HTML5 

B.  

C. /*Clyde Davis, 9/17/2012. This code validates to HTML5 */ 

D.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Violating a copyright or trademark is an example of what type of prosecutable crime? 

A. Infringement 

B. Plagiarism 

C. Trade secrets 

D. Non-disclosure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You have been asked to design and develop a Web site for a retirement community. What can you do to help make the
site accessible to the elderly? 

A. Comply with the latest scripting standards. 

B. Comply with ICANN\\'s accessibility standards. 
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C. Comply with WAI\\'s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. 

D. Comply with IETF\\'s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When a developer wants to center a paragraph of text, which code should she use? 

A. 

This is the text to center

B. 

 This is the text to center

C. 

 This is the text to center

D. 

 This is the text to center

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Marion has been hired by a popular national salon business to refresh its existing Web site and update it to valid HTML5
code. Money is not an issue, but time is. Marion is asked to complete the project within eight weeks. The site currently
includes 10 pages and connects to a back-end database so that customers can sign in for a personalized experience.
Marion suspects that most of the existing code will need to be replaced. Marion must ensure that she has plenty of time
for the testing phase, so she needs to complete the planning phase, in which she selects the multimedia for the site,
within the next couple days. Which strategy should Marion use in the planning phase? 

A. Take pictures of the salons herself. 

B. Purchase stock photos from online resources. 

C. Hire a photographer to take pictures of the salons. 

D. Edit existing images of the salons to update them. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

Which set of standards developed by the W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) project provides a universal set of
standards promoting accessibility for all Web users, including those with disabilities? 

A. Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 

B. User Agent Accessibility Guidelines 

C. W3C Authoring Tool Accessibility Guidelines 

D. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act 

Correct Answer: A 
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